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Abstract

The United States of America (the US) has to date successfully developed and adopted several distinct enforcement approaches and preventative measures to combat market abuse activities in all its capital and financial markets. For instance, apart from relying on civil, criminal and administrative penalties, the US anti-market abuse enforcement framework also employs a co-ordinated (joint) enforcement effort between the courts, self-regulatory organisations and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the SEC) at a federal level. Furthermore, other preventative measures such as private actions, public censure, bounty rewards and whistle-blower immunity are utilised to discourage and curb market abuse activities in the US. It is on this basis that this article will examine whether the integration of some of these US’s anti-market abuse enforcement approaches and preventative measures will improve the enforcement of the market abuse prohibition in South Africa. To this end, selected preventative measures and enforcement approaches that are adopted in the US will be discussed and, where appropriate, contrasted with similar measures and/or enforcement methods in South Africa so as to identify and recommend possible enforcement approaches that could be incorporated in the South African anti-market enforcement framework. This is done by, first, discussing the co-operation between the SEC, the Department of Justice (the DOJ) and the courts. Secondly, the co-operation between the SEC and other selected self-regulatory organisations will be analysed. Lastly, the adoption and establishment of a good enforcement ethics culture in the US will be examined.
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1. Introduction

The United States of America (the US) has to date successfully developed and adopted several distinct enforcement approaches and preventative measures to combat market abuse\(^1\) activities in all its capital and financial markets.\(^2\) For instance, apart from relying on civil, criminal and administrative penalties, the US anti-market abuse enforcement framework also employs a co-ordinated (joint) enforcement effort between the courts, self-regulatory organisations and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the SEC) at a federal level.\(^3\) Furthermore, other preventative measures such as private actions, public censure, bounty rewards and whistle-blower immunity are utilised to discourage and curb market abuse activities in the US.\(^4\) It is on this basis that this article will examine whether the integration of some of these US’s anti-market abuse enforcement approaches and preventative measures will improve the enforcement of the market abuse prohibition in South Africa.\(^5\) To this end, selected preventative measures and enforcement

---

\(^1\) Employed as a “generic term” referring to both insider trading and market manipulation in this article.

\(^2\) See generally Steinberg “Insider Trading Regulation–A Comparative Perspective” 2003 The International Lawyer 153 169-171.


approaches that are adopted in the US will be discussed and, where appropriate, contrasted with similar measures and/or enforcement methods in South Africa so as to identify and recommend possible enforcement approaches that could be incorporated in the South African anti-market enforcement framework. This is done by, first, discussing the co-operation between the SEC, the Department of Justice (the DOJ) and the courts. Secondly, the co-operation between the SEC and other selected self-regulatory organisations will be analysed. Lastly, the adoption and establishment of a good enforcement ethics culture in the US will be examined.

2. Co-operation between Enforcement Authorities and the Adoption of Adequate Preventative Measures

2.1 Co-operation between the SEC, the DOJ and the Courts

The success and effectiveness of the US’s market abuse regime has been attributed to a number of factors including *inter alia* the excellent co-operative enforcement effort of the SEC, DOJ and the courts. The SEC and the DOJ are mainly responsible for the civil and criminal enforcement of the market abuse prohibition respectively. The DOJ may prosecute all criminal cases of market abuse referred to it by the SEC. This *prima facie* indicates that there is some co-operation between the SEC and the DOJ. The competent courts in the US have, in most instances and on the advice of the SEC, successfully instituted criminal proceedings against the persons accused of committing market abuse offences. The DOJ revised its rules of engagement for pursuing suspected securities law offenders in 2003 and its focus was now mainly on improving the skills and expertise of prosecutors and other officials of the courts, especially with regard to the combating of corporate crimes such as market abuse. Furthermore, the DOJ revised its co-operation-credit policies to enhance co-operation with the SEC and to guide its members of staff on how to investigate, charge or prosecute securities law violations and market abuse cases referred to it by the SEC.

The SEC further released its enforcement manual in 2008 which, *inter alia*, seeks to increase the investigations and prosecutions of market abuse cases by both the DOJ and the SEC. This eventually improved the sharing of information between the SEC and the DOJ as well as the parallel enforcement of the market abuse prohibition in the US.

Although the DOJ has the exclusive authority over the criminal enforcement of the federal securities laws, it often acts with the guidance and assistance from the SEC. In relation to this, the SEC’s staff members are sometimes assigned to the DOJ or the courts to facilitate and help in the preparation of market abuse or other corporate criminal cases for trial. Therefore, the co-operation between the SEC and the DOJ is an important aspect of the US’s enforcement system.

In South Africa, the FSB and the Director of Public Prosecutions (the DPP) are also responsible for the civil and criminal enforcement of the market abuse prohibition respectively. As is the position in the US, the DPP may prosecute criminal cases of market abuse that are referred to it by the FSB in South Africa. However, in contrast to the position in the US, the DPP may prosecute criminal cases of market abuse that are referred to it by the FSB in South Africa.
there is apparently little or minimal co-operation between the FSB and the DPP in South Africa. Put differently, the co-operative enforcement relationship between the FSB and the DPP has not been fully developed and utilised to increase and improve the criminal prosecution of market abuse cases in South Africa.\textsuperscript{16}

2.2 Co-operation between the SEC and other Self-Regulatory Organisations

In order to curb illicit trading practices, the SEC has entered into several co-operative relationships with similar enforcement bodies both at a local and international level.\textsuperscript{17} The SEC supervises the regulation and enforcement of securities laws by the self-regulatory organisations in the US.\textsuperscript{18} The SEC has authority to approve, amend or revoke any rule or enforcement action imposed by the self-regulatory organisations.\textsuperscript{19} This could indicate that the SEC and the self-regulatory organisations have some co-operative relationship which focuses mainly on the enforcement of the federal securities laws to combat market abuse and other related illicit activities.\textsuperscript{20}

The SEC and the CFTC have both entered into a co-operative agreement with the futures and securities self-regulatory organisations regarding the joint in-field examinations and sharing of relevant information in a bid to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of securities law enforcement in the US.\textsuperscript{21} This agreement provides, on a voluntary basis, the opportunity for the SEC and the self-regulatory organisations to review each other’s work papers and to share and exchange certain work papers or final investigation reports on any suspected market abuse and/or securities law violations. Likewise, the SEC and the CFTC have both proposed to operate a Joint Advisory Committee, a Joint Agency Enforcement Task Force, a Joint Information Technology Task Force and a joint cross-agency training programme for their staff members.\textsuperscript{22} This is aimed at increasing the sharing of relevant information and/or market surveillance data to enhance enforcement and market oversight by developing solutions to emerging and ongoing regulatory risks in the futures and securities markets.\textsuperscript{23}

Furthermore, the SEC has forged a co-operation agreement with the Intermarket Financial Surveillance Group (the IFSG)\textsuperscript{24} to enhance and expand co-operation among all the self-regulatory organisations and the SEC in order to combat market abuse in both securities and futures markets. This co-operative agreement has to date increased the financial surveillance and investigation of illicit trading activities by the SEC, self-regulatory organisations and other regulatory agencies in the US and abroad.

The SEC is a member of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (the IOSCO) and has further adopted and signed international co-operative agreements (Memoranda of Understanding) with regulators and self-regulatory organisations in various foreign countries to discourage and combat illegal cross-border securities violations.\textsuperscript{25} The SEC has also entered into approximately 20 bilateral enforcement Memoranda of Understanding with countries in other jurisdictions to enhance its ability to gather the relevant foreign-based information necessary to any ongoing investigation or prosecution regarding securities law violations.\textsuperscript{26} Although these MOUs are non-binding statements of intent between like-minded regulators, the SEC has fairly managed to utilise them to track and combat market abuse practices which are perpetrated in other countries.\textsuperscript{27}


\textsuperscript{17} Hopt & Wymeersch (eds) European Insider Dealing–Law and Practice (1991) 340-361.

\textsuperscript{18} Chitimira A Comparative Analysis of the Enforcement of Market Abuse Provisions 230-257.

\textsuperscript{19} Chitimira A Comparative Analysis of the Enforcement of Market Abuse Provisions 230-257.

\textsuperscript{20} Chitimira A Comparative Analysis of the Enforcement of Market Abuse Provisions 230-257.

\textsuperscript{21} Chitimira A Comparative Analysis of the Enforcement of Market Abuse Provisions 230-257.


\textsuperscript{24} The IFSG was formed in 1987 as an independent body comprising the self-regulatory organisations of the US’s securities and commodities exchanges.

\textsuperscript{25} The countries include the United Kingdom (the UK), Japan, Italy, Brazil, Switzerland, Netherlands, France, Mexico and Canada. See Hopt & Wymeersch European Insider Dealing 354.

\textsuperscript{26} These bilateral Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) are largely used by the SEC to share bank or audit work papers. Internet service provider information, brokerage records, beneficial ownership records and other relevant information regarding the investigation and enforcement of illicit securities law violations. See s 24(d) read with subsection (f) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 15 USC 78(a)(2)-(5) (2006) as amended by PL-111-257 (approved 05-10-2010), hereinafter referred to as the Securities Exchange Act, which allows the SEC to keep confidential any information it obtains from similar foreign regulatory bodies or self-regulatory organisations. Furthermore, the IOSCO Multilateral MOU permits the SEC to share with other regulatory bodies elsewhere specific information relating to an ongoing civil, administrative or criminal investigation of cross-border market abuse cases. This implies that the SEC may rely on other foreign regulatory bodies to investigate any suspected cross-border securities law contraventions and to assist it where necessary with information which could be used in a criminal prosecution. See Hopt & Wymeersch European Insider Dealing 351.

\textsuperscript{27} See for example SEC v Levine (1986) 86 Civ 3726 (SDNY) (RO), where the SEC managed to track Levine’s insider trading activities involving securities of about 54 companies and other illicit trading in securities relating to secret accounts and in the names of Panamanian corporations located in the
As is the position in the US, the FSB also polices the general enforcement of securities laws by other regulatory bodies such as the JSE and the Takeover Regulation Panel (the TRP) in South Africa. This prima facie suggests that the FSB has some co-operation relationship with other local regulatory bodies regarding the enforcement of such laws in South Africa. Although the degree or extent of the effectiveness of such co-operation relationship is unclear, the FSB has to date managed to obtain some settlements and to investigate market abuse cases referred to it by other self-regulatory organisations like the JSE. However, unlike the position in the US, it is uncertain whether the FSB has entered into any binding co-operation agreements with specific local self-regulatory organisations like the SRP to combat market abuse practices in the South African financial markets.

The FSB has reportedly entered into co-operation agreements with the SEC and the Financial Services Authority (the FSA) of the US and the UK respectively for the purposes of curbing cross-border market abuse activities. While this is a positive attempt to combat and reduce all potential cross-border market abuse practices as much as possible, relatively minimal success has been achieved in relation to the utilisation of such co-operation agreements in South Africa to date. In other words, it remains uncertain whether such co-operation agreements have been fully implemented to improve the detection, investigation and prosecution of all possible unscrupulous trading practices in the relevant financial markets in South Africa and elsewhere. One can therefore ascribe this inconsistent enforcement of cross-border market abuse laws to the low level of co-operation between the FSB and similar bodies in other jurisdictions. Nonetheless, this flaw could be corrected if the Financial Markets Act’s new provision which now empowers the FSB to assist foreign regulators with investigations pertaining to any cross-border market abuse cases is consistently enforced.

### 2.3 Adoption and Establishment of a Good Enforcement Ethics Culture

As several other countries, the US has made numerous efforts to develop a strong anti-market abuse culture among the relevant persons in all its securities and financial markets. Various methods like the use of civil, criminal and administrative sanctions have been employed to discourage market abuse practices in the US. Apart from relying on appropriate sanctions as earlier stated, the US employs other methods like incentives and bounty rewards to encourage all persons to report any suspected illicit trading practices to the SEC or other relevant enforcement agencies. Furthermore, in the wake of the Enron scandal, the US introduced more incentives and whistle-blower immunity provisions to enable all persons with information regarding securities market manipulation, insider trading or other market abuse practices to register such information with the SEC without any fear of reprisals or victimisation.

Bahamian branch of Bank Leu International Limited. The SEC was, through the help of other foreign regulators, able to detect and identify Levine as the beneficial owner of these accounts and he was consequently charged with insider trading. See further SEC v Kerherve (1988) No 88 Civ 0227 (SDNY); Hopt & Wymeersch European Insider Dealing 348-351.

See related comments above.

See related comments above. See s 196; 201 & 202 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008, hereinafter referred to as the Companies Act 2008.


See related comments above.

There are no self-regulatory organisations such as those in the US that are specifically and statutorily empowered to supplement the FSB’s efforts to enforce and combat commodities-based market abuse: Examples and Explanations (2005) 370.

See related comments above.


See the FSB Annual Report 2011 99-101 & the FSB Annual Report 2013 128-130 which inter alia reveals that relatively few market abuse cases were successfully investigated, settled and/or prosecuted by the relevant enforcement authorities in South Africa to date.

See the FSB Annual Report 2011 99-101 & the FSB Annual Report 2013 128-130 which shows that relatively few cross-border market abuse cases were successfully investigated, settled and/or prosecuted by the relevant enforcement authorities in South Africa to date.


See s 84(2)(b).

See related comments in paragraph 1 read with paragraphs 2.1 & 2.2 above.

The SEC may pay bounty rewards of up to 30% of the civil compensatory penalties recovered to all bona-fide informants. See s 21F of the Securities Exchange Act; also see Palmiter Securities Regulation: Examples and Explanations (2005) 370.

See related comments in paragraph 1 read with paragraphs 2.1 & 2.2 above.

See related comments above.

See related comments above.
The US also tightened and improved its corporate governance laws through the Sarbanes-Oxley Act to discourage and avoid a recurrence of the Enron, World Com and Arthur Andersen cases. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, for instance, prohibits a public company to give a personal loan directly or indirectly to a director or an executive officer of that company in order to discourage fraud and insider trading. In addition, this Act provides some guidelines on the supervision of the relationship between issuers and auditors to prevent market abuse practices. Moreover, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act introduced the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board to supervise the activities of the accounting profession in order to combat fraud and other market abuse practices.

Moreover, the US's market abuse regime is based on the so-called multi-functional regulatory model. This multi-functional regulatory model entails that the federal securities law enforcement and regulatory authority does not rest on the SEC alone. Thus, apart from the SEC, other self-regulatory organisations also have the authority to make their own rules and to enforce the federal securities laws. As a result, the US has so far been able to investigate and prosecute a number of market abuse cases.

In addition to the enforcement by the SEC, the DOJ or the self-regulatory organisations, the US's market abuse regime allows the prejudiced persons to bring the so-called class actions and claim their damages directly from the offenders in private litigation. This parallel enforcement permits the imposition of multiple sanctions (civil, criminal or administrative penalties) on a certain defendant in a private litigation or in the SEC and/or the DOJ enforcement action. It is worth noting that during the period between 2004 and 2005, the civil monetary penalties awarded in the SEC enforcement actions and private class actions of the affected persons ranged from about $5, 3 billion to $11, 5 billion. In many instances, the SEC's enforcement actions were accompanied by a private class action. For example, in the World Com scandal, a parallel private settlement was approximately $6, 2 billion. Furthermore, in 2005 alone, private class actions for market abuse violations produced settlements between $3, 5 billion and $9, 7 billion.

A considerable number of methods are also used to prevent market abuse practices in South Africa. In other words, South Africa has made some significant efforts to promote and build a good anti-market abuse culture among all the relevant persons in both regulated and unregulated financial markets. As in the US, South Africa relies on civil, criminal, and administrative sanctions to deter and discourage unscrupulous persons from engaging in market abuse activities. Nevertheless, unlike the position in the US, the Financial Markets Act's market abuse civil sanctions are only limited to cases involving insider trading. Furthermore, apart from the workshops, seminars, presentations and the JSE's Insider Trading Booklet, no other measures were employed by the FSB or other enforcement agencies to increase awareness and prevent market abuse activity in the South African financial markets. Moreover, the South African legislature did not employ other methods like incentives, bounty rewards and whistle-blower immunity to encourage informants to voluntarily report all suspected market abuse activities to the FSB or other relevant enforcement authorities. It is submitted in line fairness in the US's securities markets. Also see Mossos “Sarbanes-Oxley goes to Europe: A Comparative Analysis of United States and European Union Corporate Reforms after Enron” 2004 Currents International Trade Law Journal 9-11.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires all companies registered with the SEC to comply with its anti-market abuse provisions. See s 406(c) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Mossos 2004 Currents International Trade Law Journal 9-11; Palmiter Securities Regulation 390-392.

It comprises other enforcement agencies like the CFTC, the DOJ, the Federal Reserve Board and other self-regulatory organisations. See related analysis in paragraph 2.2 above.

It has been so crucial to the effectiveness of the US's anti-market abuse laws in that the SEC as well as other regulatory bodies may take any appropriate enforcement action against the market abuse offenders.

For instance, see SEC v Texas Gulf Sulphur Company (1968) 401 F2d 833 (2d Cir); Dirks v SEC (1983) 463 US 646 646-655; Chiarello v United States (1980) 445 US 222. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires all companies registered with the SEC to comply with its anti-market abuse provisions. See s 406(c) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
with the position in the US,\(^{57}\) that the Financial Markets Act should be amended to provide specific market abuse whistle-
blower immunity provisions\(^{58}\) for the purposes of encouraging all persons to report market abuse activities to the FSB and/or other relevant enforcement authorities in South Africa.

Moreover, in contrast to the US’s multi-functional regulatory model,\(^{59}\) South Africa gives the FSB the main responsibility of enforcing the market abuse prohibition is a co-operative (joint) effort involving the SEC, private litigants, self-regulatory organisations, the CFTC and the DOJ at a federal level\(^{64}\) as well as the relevant financial or corporation departments at the states level.

On the contrary, the most important characteristic of the regulatory and enforcement framework in the US, namely a co-ordinated (joint) effort between the courts, self-regulatory organisations and the SEC\(^{65}\) to combat market abuse and other illicit practices is relatively minimal or absent in South Africa probably due to the differences in relation to the financial markets sizes and enforcement approaches.\(^{66}\) In other words, unlike the position in the US,\(^{67}\) the South African market abuse regime relies mainly on the FSB to police and enforce the market abuse ban.\(^{68}\) Nevertheless, this method has not been consistently employed to obtain more settlements and prosecutions in cases involving market abuse in South Africa to date.\(^{69}\) Given this current status quo, it is submitted that the FSB should enter into specific binding co-operation agreements with more local self-regulatory organisations such as the JSE and the TRP to enhance the combating of market abuse practices in the South African financial markets. It is further submitted that the Financial Markets Act should be amended to enact a provision that expressly empowers the FSB to cooperate with other local regulatory bodies such as the JSE and the TRP in order to improve the enforcement of the market abuse prohibition in South Africa. In line with this, it is recommended that the provisions of the Financial Markets Act which now empowers the FSB to assist foreign regulators with investigations pertaining to any cross-border market abuse cases should be consistently employed to prevent and curb cross-border market abuse practices in South Africa.\(^{70}\)

It is also recommended that the Financial Markets Act should be amended to explicitly provide a statutory private right of action for the aggrieved or prejudiced persons to claim their market abuse damages directly from the offenders. Moreover, the Financial Markets Act should be amended to introduce a specific commodities-based anti-market abuse

---

57 See related comments above & in paragraphs 1; 2.1 & 2.2 above.
58 Notably, although s 159 of the Companies Act 2008; the Protected Disclosures Act 26 of 2000; s 9 of the South African constitution & the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 can be employed to protect shareholders, directors and other employees from occupational reprisals, there are no specific provisions in the Financial Markets Act that can be used to encourage and/or protect market abuse whistle-blowers from such reprisals.
59 See related comments above.
60 Although other regulatory bodies like the JSE, the Directorate of Market Abuse (the DMA), the DPP, the Appeal Board (the AB), the Enforcement Committee (the EC) and the TRP are also involved in the enforcement of the securities and market abuse laws, there are no regulatory bodies or self-regulatory organisations other than the FSB that are expressly and statutorily empowered to make their own rules for the purposes of enforcing or combating market abuse practices in South Africa. See the relevant provisions under Chapter X of the Financial Markets Act.
61 Accordingly, the FSB may investigate such matters and/or refer criminal matters to the DPP for prosecution or to the EC for further administrative action.
62 See the relevant provisions under Chapter X of the Financial Markets Act.
63 See Steinberg 2003 The International Lawyer 169-171.
64 In other words, the prevalent attitudes in the US favour a rigorous enforcement of the market abuse prohibition. See paragraphs 2.1; 2.2; & 2.3 above; SEC v Sargent (2000) 229 F 3d 68-75 (1st Cir) which display the determination of the judiciary in enforcing insider trading provisions by upholding convictions based on circumstantial evidence. See s 32(a) of the Securities Exchange Act; also see Bergmans Inside Information and Securities Trading: A Legal and Economic Analysis of the Foundations of Liability in the US and the European Community (1991) 41-60.
65 This is the so-called multi-functional regulatory approach; also see paragraphs 2.1; 2.2 & 2.3 above.
66 See further related analysis by Chitimira A Comparative Analysis of the Enforcement of Market Abuse Provisions 421-496; the FSB Annual Report 2011 99-101; the FSB Annual Report 2013 128-130 which shows that very few successful prosecutions or civil claims have been obtained to date, especially in the courts & related remarks in paragraphs 2.1; 2.2; & 2.3 above.
67 See related comments above & in paragraph 2.3 above.
68 See related comments above & in paragraph 2.3 above.
69 See related comments in paragraph 2.1 read with paragraphs 2.2 & 2.3 above.
70 See related comments in paragraph 2.2 above.
enforcement commission or a regulatory body like the CFTC,\textsuperscript{71} to deal effectively and exclusively with the commodities-based market manipulation violations in South Africa. Additionally, the FSB should be statutorily mandated to assist the DPP and the relevant courts with the necessary information regarding ongoing market abuse cases in South Africa, by assigning certain persons with the relevant expertise to assist the DPP and/or the relevant courts in the prosecution of such cases in South Africa. It is also suggested that the Financial Markets Act should be reviewed to enact provisions that mandate companies and all the relevant persons to have anti-market abuse codes of conduct and to appoint anti-market abuse compliance officers so as to prevent market abuse activities in South Africa. It is further submitted that the legislature should consider enacting specific provisions which empower the FSB and the JSE to jointly form, fund, and operate a Joint Market Abuse Advisory Committee that would be tasked with considering and developing solutions to emerging and ongoing market abuse issues of common interest involving commodity and commodity derivatives and futures or securities traded in both the regulated and over the counter markets in South Africa. In other words, the afore-mentioned Joint Market Abuse Advisory Committee should identify emerging regulatory risks, assess and quantify their implications for investors and other market participants, and recommend possible solutions to the FSB and the JSE.

Furthermore, it is suggested that the legislature should consider enacting specific provisions which empower the FSB, the TRP, the JSE and other relevant stakeholders to create a Joint Anti-Market Abuse Enforcement Task Force in order to harness synergies from shared market surveillance data, to improve market oversight, to enhance enforcement and to reduce duplicative regulatory burdens and/or balkanisation. The Joint Anti-Market Abuse Enforcement Task Force should prepare and offer training programmes for the employees of all the relevant enforcement authorities, develop practical market abuse investigation and enforcement measures, and timeously coordinate the sharing of relevant market abuse information. Moreover, the Joint Anti-Market Abuse Enforcement Task Force should oversee the general execution of the day-to-day duties by the employees of all the relevant enforcement agencies to enhance the enforcement of the market abuse ban in South Africa.

It is also submitted, as is the position in the US,\textsuperscript{72} that regulatory agencies such as the FSB and the JSE should establish a Joint Market Abuse Cross-Agency Training Programme for their employees to increase the enforcement of the market abuse provisions in South Africa. This could be achieved by developing a training programme to increase the consistent and/or regular sharing of relevant information and rotating of employees between the FSB and the JSE. This programme, could each year, give the employees of both the FSB and the JSE the opportunity to work at the other agency temporarily for a specified period of time to enhance greater collaboration and coordination between these two agencies. Lastly, it is recommended, as is the position in the US,\textsuperscript{73} that the FSB and the JSE should consider developing a Joint Market Abuse Information Technology Task Force to link their relevant information pertaining to on-going market abuse investigations if they consider such information to be jointly useful and/or in the public interest. This could promote transparency and facilitate the use and understanding of such information by providing a comprehensive, consolidated database on persons and entities investigated by both the FSB and the JSE in order to combat market abuse activities in the South African regulated financial markets.
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